
CONSTRAINED PERCOLATION ON Z2

ZHONGYANG LI

Abstract. We study a constrained percolation process on Z2, and prove the almost

sure nonexistence of infinite clusters and contours for a large class of probability mea-

sures. Unlike the unconstrained case, in the constrained case no stochastic monotonicity

is known. We prove the nonexistence of infinite clusters and contours for the constrained

percolation by developing new combinatorial techniques which make use of the planar

duality and symmetry.

Applications include the almost sure nonexistence of infinite homogeneous clusters

for the critical dimer model on the square-octagon lattice, as well as the almost sure

nonexistence of infinite monochromatic contours and infinite clusters for the critical XOR

Ising model on the square grid. By relaxing the symmetric condition of the underlying

Gibbs measure on the constrained percolation process, we prove that there exists at most

one infinite monochromatic contour for the non-critical XOR Ising model.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background. A fundamental question in the theory of percolation and interacting

particle system is whether there exists an infinite connected set in which each item has

the same state (infinite cluster). As a defining property of phase transition, it is, how-

ever, a challenging problem to determine whether an infinite cluster exists when the phase

transition occurs (at criticality). Regarding this problem, there are numerous, spectacular

works, see, for example, [20, 24, 19, 4, 12], for an incomplete list in this direction.

Instead of studying the well-known i.i.d. Bernoulli percolation (see [13]), in this paper,

we study a constrained percolation. Compared to the unconstrained case, the constrained

percolation studies probability measures restricted on a “subspace” of the unconstrained

sample space, i.e., only configurations satisfying certain local constraints have positive

probability to occur. The constrained percolation is very common in nature and has

been an interesting problem for mathematicians and physicists for long. For example, the

perfect matching (dimer model), i.e. subset of edges such that each vertex has exactly one

incident present edge (see [21]); the 1-2 model, i.e. subset of edges on a cubic graph such

that each vertex has one or two incident present edges (see [17]); the 6-vertex model, i.e.,

configurations of edge orientations on a degree-4 graph such that each vertex has exactly

two incoming edges, and two outgoing edges (see [3]); and some general vertex models which

can be transformed to dimer models on decorated graphs via the holographic algorithm

([34, 8, 32, 25]).

Phase transitions of certain constrained percolation problems have been studied exten-

sively, see, for example, [23] for the dimer model, and [16] for the 1-2 model. The inte-

grability properties of these constrained percolation problems make it possible to exactly

compute the finite-dimensional distribution, and to study the corresponding analyticity
1
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2 ZHONGYANG LI

property. The critical parameter, i.e. parameter where discontinuity of the correlation is

observed, can usually be solved from an explicit algebraic equation.

Although there are many nice results to describe the phase transition of constrained

percolation problem by a microscopic observable, e.g. spin-spin correlation, up to now,

very few papers study the phase transition of constrained percolation from a macroscopic

perspective, e.g, the existence of an infinite cluster. Even though sometimes we know the

phase transition exists with respect to a macroscopic observable, the exact value of the

critical parameter is unknown ([27]), and it is not known if the critical parameter in the

macroscopic sense coincides with the critical parameter in the microscopic sense, except for

very few special models, such as the 2-dimensional Ising model ([2, 28, 26]). One difficulty

for the constrained percolation problem is that there is usually no stochastic monotonicity,

see also [33, 30, 18].

1.2. Constrained Percolation. In this paper, we study a constrained site percolation

problem on the 2-dimensional lattice Z2. Let G be the 2-dimensional square grid, i.e.

G = (Z2, E). The vertex set of G consists of all points (m,n) on the plane, such that

m,n ∈ Z. Two vertices (m,n) and (m′, n′) are connected by an edge in E if and only if

|m−m′|+ |n− n′| = 1.

Obviously each face of G is a unit square. We say two faces of G are incident if they

share an edge. Let f be a face of G, and (mf , nf ) be the coordinate of the vertex at the

lower right corner of f . We color f by white if mf +nf is even. If mf +nf is odd, we color

f by black. This way each square of G is colored by either black or white, such that black

squares are incident only to white squares and vice versa.

We consider the site percolation on G, i.e., the state space is {0, 1}Z2
. We impose the

following constraint on site configurations

• Around each black square, there are 6 different configurations {0000}, {1111},
{0011}, {1100}, {0110}, {1001}, where the digits from the left to the right corre-

spond to vertices winding counterclockwise around the black square, starting from

the lower right corner.

Note that in the unconstrained case, around each black square, there are 16 different

configurations; only 6 of which are allowed in the constrained case. See Figure 1 for local

configurations of the constrained percolation around a black square.

Let Ω′ ⊆ {0, 1}Z2
be the set of all configurations satisfying the constraint above.

Let µ be a probability measure on Ω′. Throughout this paper, we assume µ satisfies

the following conditions

Assumption 1.1. • µ is 2Z× 2Z translation invariant.

• µ is 2Z×2Z ergodic; i.e., any 2Z×2Z translation invariant event has µ probability

0 or 1.

Moreover, we may assume µ satisfies further conditions below

Assumption 1.2. • µ is H translation invariant, where H is the subgroup of Z×Z
generated by (1, 1) and (1,−1).

• µ is symmetric, i.e. let v1, ..., vk be k distinct vertices, and n, n∗ be two k-digit

binary numbers satisfying n+n∗ = 2k− 1; in other words, n∗ is the binary number
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(a)
0000

(b)
0011

(c)
0110

(d)
1111

(e)
1100

(f)
1001

Figure 1. local configurations of the constrained percolation around a
black square

obtained from n by replacing every 1 by 0, and every 0 by 1, then

µ(ω ∈ Ω′ : ω|v1,...,vk = n) = µ(ω ∈ Ω′ : ω|v1,...,vk = n∗),

where ω|v1,...,vk is the restriction of the configuration ω on vertices v1, ..., vk, which

can be represented by a k-digit binary number, and the ith digit (1 ≤ i ≤ k) denotes

the state of vi (“0” or “1”).

1.3. Contours and Clusters. We will construct two auxiliary square grids, L and L∗,
whose vertices are white faces of the the original square grid G. The primal (resp. dual)

auxiliary square grid L (resp. L∗) has vertices located at points (m− 1
2 , n+ 1

2) of the plane,

in which both m and n are even (resp. odd). Two vertices (m− 1
2 , n+ 1

2), (m′− 1
2 , n
′+ 1

2) of

L (resp. L∗) are connected by an edge of L (resp. L∗) if and only if |m−m′|+ |n−n′| = 2.

Evidently each face of L or L∗ is a square of side length 2.

Moreover, each black face of G corresponds to an edge of L (in the sense that the black

face of G and the corresponding edge of L share a center), also an edge of L∗. The two edges

of L and L∗, corresponding to the same black face of G, are perpendicular to each other.

Each site configuration in Ω′ corresponds to a configuration in {0, 1}E(L)∪E(L∗), where E(L)

(resp. E(L∗)) is the edge set of L (resp. L∗). Locally, {0000} and {1111} correspond to

the configuration that neither the primal edge nor the dual edge corresponding to the

black face are present; {1001} and {0110} correspond to the configuration that only the

horizontal edge crossing the black square of G is present; {0011} and {1100} correspond

to the configuration that only the vertical edge is present, see Figure 1, where the present

edges of L or L∗ are represented by dashed lines. Since the present edges of L or L∗ are

boundaries separating the state “0” and the state “1”, we conclude that each vertex of L
or L∗ has an even number of incident present edges. Moreover, the present edges of L and

L∗ can never intersect.

We define contour configurations to be configurations in {0, 1}E(L)∪E(L∗), where an edge

e ∈ E(L)∪E(L∗) is present if and only if it has state “1”, satisfying the following conditions

I each vertex in L or L∗ has an even number of incident present edges;
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II present edges in E(L) and present edges in E(L∗) do not intersect.

Let Φ′ ⊂ {0, 1}E(L)∪E(L∗) be the set of all contour configurations satisfying the conditions

above. According to previous discussions, there is a 2-to-1 correspondence between con-

strained site configurations in Ω′ and contour configurations in Φ′. If ω ∈ Ω′, let ω∗ be the

configuration obtained from ω by changing the state of every vertex, i.e., if a vertex has

state “1” in ω, change it to “0” in ω∗, and vice versa, then ω and ω∗ correspond to the

same contour configuration in Φ′.

Let φ ∈ Φ′ be a contour configuration. Each connected component of present edges in φ

is called a contour of φ. Since present primal edges and dual primal edges do not intersect

in a contour configuration, either all the edges in a contour are primal edges (edges of L),

or all the edges in a contour are dual edges (edges of L∗). A contour is a primal (resp.

dual) contour if it consists of edges of L (resp. edges of L∗). A (primal or dual) contour is

called finite (resp. infinite) if it consists of finitely many (resp. infinitely many) edges (of

L or L∗).
Let V ⊆ Z2 be a set of vertices in Z2. We say V is connected if for any v1, v2 ∈ V ,

there exists a sequence u0(= v1), u1, ..., un−1, un(= v2), such that vi ∈ V , for 0 ≤ i ≤ n,

and vi and vi−1 are incident in G for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Let ω ∈ Ω′. A cluster of ω is a largest connected set of vertices of G, in which every

vertex has the same state. If all the vertices in a cluster have the state “0” (resp. “1”), we

call the cluster a “0”-cluster (resp. “1”-cluster). We say a cluster is finite (resp. infinite)

if the total number of vertices in the cluster is finite (resp. infinite). Each cluster of the

site configuration on G is also a connected component of Z2 divided by the corresponding

contour configuration on E(L) ∪ E(L∗).
Let C be a contour, and D be a cluster. We say a contour C is adjacent to a cluster D

if there exists e ∈ C, where e is an edge in E(L) ∪ E(L∗), and a vertex v ∈ D, where v is

a vertex in Z2, such that dist(v, e) = 1
2 .

Let G∗ = (Z2, E∗) be a graph with vertex set Z2. Two vertices (m,n), (m′, n′) ∈ Z2 are

connected by an edge in E∗ if and only if

(m′ −m,n′ − n) ∈ {(±1, 0), (0,±1), (1,±1), (−1,±1)}
Note that, for example, the two vertices (0, 0) and (1, 1) are not adjacent in G, but adjacent

in G∗.

A ∗-cluster of a configuration ω ∈ Ω′ is a largest connected set of vertices in G∗, in

which every vertex has the same state. Each cluster of ω is a subset of a ∗-cluster of ω.

Similarly we define the “0”-∗-cluster, “1”-∗-cluster, finite ∗-cluster, and infinite ∗-cluster.

In particular, if there is an infinite cluster in ω, then there is an infinite ∗-cluster in ω, but

not vice versa.

Let R2 be the plane. Throughout this paper, we say a measurable subset U of R2 is

finite (resp. infinite) if U ∩ Z2 has finitely (resp. infinitely) many vertices.

Let µ be a Gibbs measure on Ω′, satisfying Assumption 1.1. Note that µ induces a

probability measure ν on contour configurations in Φ′. More precisely, the correspondence

can be described as follows. Let e1, ..., en ∈ E(L) ∪ E(L∗). Let Se1,...,en be the event

that all the edges e1, ..., en are present in a contour configuration in Φ′. According to the

construction of L and L∗ in Sect. 1.3, we know that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ei shares the center
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with a unique black square Qi of G. Assume Qi has four vertices v1i , v
2
i , v

3
i , v

4
i , such that

v1i and v2i are on one side of ei, while v3i and v4i are on the other side of vi. Let Te1,...,en be

the event satisfying all the following conditions

I for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, v1i and v2i have the same state;

II for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, v3i and v4i have the same state;

III for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, v1i and v3i have different states;

Then we have

ν(Se1,...,en) = µ(Te1,...,en).(1)

Note that (1) determines the finite dimensional distributions; and ν is the unique Kol-

mogorov extension obtained from the finite dimensional distribution given by (1).

Let ν1 (resp. ν2) be the corresponding marginal distribution of ν on bond configurations

of L (resp. L∗). Let Φ′1 (resp. Φ′2) be the state space consisting of bond configurations of L
(resp. L∗) satisfying the condition that each vertex has an even number of incident present

edges, and let Fp (resp. Fd) be the σ-algebra on Φ′1 (resp. Φ′2) generated by subsets of Φ′1
(resp. Φ′2) depending on states of finitely many edges. Then we have probability spaces

(Φ′1,Fp, ν1) and (Φ′2,Fd, ν2).

Assumption 1.3. Assume ν1 has finite energy in the following sense: let F = ∪ki=1Si be

the union of finitely many primal squares S1, ..., Sk in L. Let ∂F be the boundary of F ,

consisting of edges of L. Let Q ∈ Φ′1 . Define QF as follows: if e /∈ ∂F , then QF (e) and

Q(e) have the same state, i.e. either both are present or both are absent; if e ∈ ∂F , then

QF (e) is present if and only if Q(e) is absent. Let E ∈ Fp be an event, define

EF = {QF : Q ∈ E}.(2)

Then for any F consisting of finitely many primal squares, ν1(EF ) > 0, whenever ν1(E) >

0.

Note that, for each Q ∈ Φ′1, the corresponding QF defined in Assumption 1.3 is still in

Φ′1, for any F consisting of finitely many primal squares; see also Lemma 3.1. Moreover, if

E ∈ Fp, we have EF ∈ Fp, where EF is defined in (2).

1.4. Main Results. The main results of this paper are summarized in the following the-

orems

Theorem 1.4. Let µ be a probability measure on the constrained percolation state space

Ω′, satisfying Assumptions 1.1, 1.2, let A be the event that there exists a unique infinite

cluster consisting of “1”’s, then

µ(A) = 0.

Theorem 1.5. Let µ be a probability measure on Ω′, satisfying Assumptions 1.1, 1.2, 1.3.

Then µ-a.s.

I there are neither infinite “0”-clusters nor infinite “1”-clusters;

II there are neither infinite primal contours nor infinite dual contours;

III there are no infinite ∗-clusters.
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a
b

1

Figure 2. Square-Octagon Lattice

Theorem 1.6. Let µ be a probability measure on Ω′ satisfying the Assumptions 1.1,1.2,1.3.

Let ν1 (resp. ν2) be the corresponding marginal distributions on bond configurations in Φ′1
(resp. Φ′2). Let φp (resp. φd) be the union of all primal (resp. dual) contours. The ν1-a.s.

(resp. ν2-a.s.) R2 \ φp (resp. R2 \ φd) has no infinite components.

Theorem 1.7. Let µ be a probability measure on the constrained percolation state space Ω′,

satisfying Assumptions 1.1, 1.3, then µ-a.s. there is at most one infinite primal contour.

Here is the organization of this paper. In Sect. 2, we study examples of the constrained

percolation measure µ satisfying Assumptions 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and applications of Theorems

1.4-1.7 to these examples. In Sect. 3, we prove combinatorial results regarding the config-

urations of contours and clusters. In Sect. 4, we prove Theorem 1.4. In Sect. 5, we prove

Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. In Sect. 6, we prove Theorem 1.7.

2. Examples of Constrained Percolation Measure

In this section, we apply Theorems 1.4-1.7 to perfect matchings on the square-octagon

lattice, as well as the XOR Ising model on the square grid, to obtain results about infinite

clusters and infinite contours in these well-known, specific models.

Consider perfect matchings on the square-octagon lattice; namely, each perfect match-

ing, or dimer configuration on the square-octagon lattice is a subset of edges such that each

vertex of the square-octagon lattice is incident to exactly one edge in the subset. There

are two types of edges for the square-octagon lattice: Type-I edges are edges of the squares

and Type-II edges are edges of the octagons but not edges of the squares. See Figure 2 for

a picture of the square-octagon lattice.

Recall that G = (Z2, E) is the square grid, whose faces are unit squares. We place a

vertex of G at the midpoint of each Type-II edge, and a face of G is constructed from the

midpoints of four Type-II edges around a square or the midpoints of four Type-II edges

around an octagon, see Figure 2.

If a face is bounded by four midpoints of Type-II edges around a square (resp. octagon),

we color the face by black (resp. white). It is not hard to see that this way black faces are

incident only to white faces and vice versa.
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The perfect matchings on the square-octagon lattice, restricted to configurations on

Type-II edges, are exactly site percolation configurations on Z2 in Ω′. Namely, a Type-

II edge is present in a perfect matching of the square-octagon lattice if and only if the

vertex of Z2 at the midpoint of the edge has state “1” in the corresponding constrained

site configuration in Ω′.

For all the Type-II edges we assign weight 1, and for all the horizontal (resp. vertical)

Type-I edges we assign weight a (resp. b). Assume a, b ∈ (0,∞), and satisfy the following

identity

a2 + b2 = 1.(3)

Note that the edge weights a, b satisfying (3) are critical edge weights for the dimer

model on the square-octagon lattice, in the sense that a, b satisfying (3) are the only positive

a, b such that the corresponding spectral curve intersects the unit torus at a unique real

point; for all the other positive a, b the spectral curve does not intersect the unit torus.

See [22, 28] for studies of spectral curves for dimer models. Moreover, a, b satisfying (3)

are the only positive a, b such that the edge-edge correlation decays polynomially; for all

the other positive a, b the edge-edge correlation decays exponentially, see [23]; where the

edge-edge correlation is taken with respect to the weak limit of Gibbs measures using

torus approximation, see the next paragraph for the construction of such a measure. The

dimer model on the square-octagon lattice with critical weights a, b > 0 satisfying (3) also

corresponds to the free fermion six-vertex model, see [11, 3].

Let Sn be the square-octagon lattice embedded into a 2n × 2n torus; i.e. the vertex

set of the corresponding square grid is Z2n × Z2n. Let µan be the Gibbs measure of dimer

configurations on Sn, corresponding to weight 1 on Type-II edges, and weight a,
√

1− a2
on horizontal and vertical Type-I edges, respectively. More precisely, let Mn be the set of

all perfect matchings on Sn, and let M ∈Mn be dimer configuration, then

µan(M) =

∏
e∈M we∑

M∈Mn

∏
e∈M we

,

where we is the weight of the edge e.

Under (3), µan satisfies the symmetric condition in Assumption 1.2. As n → ∞, µan
converges weakly to a translation-invariant measure µa (see [23]). Moreover, we have the

following lemma

Lemma 2.1. µa is 2Z× 2Z-ergodic.

Proof. LetR be the set of all events depending only on dimer configurations of finitely many

Type-II edges of G. We consider a σ-algebra F2 on dimer configurations of G generated

by R. Let E1, E2 ∈ R, and let T2,h and T2,v be translations by 2 units along horizontal

and vertical directions, respectively, then we have

lim
n→∞

µa(E1 ∩ Tn
2,xE2) = µa(E1)µ

a(E2),(4)

where x ∈ {h, v}. See [23].

We need to show that all pairs of events satisfying (4) include F2×F2. Obviously R is

a π-system since ∅ ∈ R and R is closed under finite intersections. It suffices to show that

all the pairs of events satisfying (4) is a λ-system × λ-system, see [5].
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In fact, let (A1, B) and (A2, B) be two pairs of events satisfying (4) and A2 ⊆ A1, then

we have

lim
n→∞

µa([A1 \A2] ∩ Tn
2,xB) = lim

n→∞
µa[(A1 ∩ Tn

2,xB) \ (A2 ∩ Tn
2,xB)]

= lim
n→∞

µa[A1 ∩ Tn
2,xB]− µa[A2 ∩ Tn

2,xB]

= [µa(A1)− µa(A2)]µ
√
2(B)

= µa(A1 \A2)µ
a(B),

where the third line follows from the assumption that (A1, B) and (A2, B) satisfy (4).

Now let {An}∞n=1, An ⊆ An+1 be an increasing sequence such that each pair (An, B)

satisfies (4). Let Dn = An \ An+1, then by the argument above, we have each (Dn, B)

satisfies (4). Then

lim
n→∞

µa[(∪∞k=1Ak) ∩ Tn
2,xB] = lim

n→∞
µa[(∪∞k=1Dk) ∩ Tn

2,xB]

= lim
n→∞

∞∑
k=1

µa(Dk ∩ Tn
2,xB)

Since
∑∞

k=1 µ
a(Dk) ≤ 1, there exists K > 0, such that

∞∑
k=K+1

µa(Dk ∩ Tn
2,xB) ≤

∞∑
k=K+1

µa(Dk) < ε.

Then ∣∣∣∣∣ lim
n→∞

∞∑
k=1

µa(Dk ∩ Tn
2,xB)− lim

n→∞

K∑
k=1

µa(Dk ∩ Tn
2,x(B))

∣∣∣∣∣ < ε

Moreover,

lim
n→∞

K∑
k=1

µa(Dk ∩ Tn
2,x(B)) =

K∑
k=1

µa(Dk)µa(B),

and ∣∣∣∣∣
K∑
k=1

µa(Dk)µa(B)−
∞∑
k=1

µa(Dk)µa(B)

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∞∑

k=K+1

µa(Dk) < ε,

then we have

lim
n→∞

µa([∪∞k=1Ak] ∩ Tn
2,x(B)) =

∞∑
k=1

µa(Dk)µa(B) = µa(∪∞k=1Ak)µa(B).

Then all pairs satisfying (4) is a λ-system × λ-system including R × R, and R × R is a

π-system. Hence for all pairs in F2×F2, (4) is true. We conclude that µ is 2Z×2Z ergodic,

because it is 2Z× 2Z translation-invariant and mixing (see [14]).

�

We construct an Ising model with spins located on vertices of the dual square grid

L∗. Assume all the horizontal edges of L∗ have coupling constant Jh, and all the vertical
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edges have coupling constant Jv, such that Jh, Jv ∈ (0,∞), and Jh, Jv can be computed

according to the following formulae:

a =
2e−2Jv

1 + e−4Jv
=

1− e−4Jh
1 + e−4Jh

(5)

b =
2e−2Jh

1 + e−4Jh
=

1− e−4Jv
1 + e−4Jv

(6)

Equations (5) and (6) are solvable given (3). Moreover, the corresponding Jh, Jv
obtained by solving (3), (5), (6) are coupling constants for the critical Ising model.

The XOR Ising model (see [35]) is a spin configuration on vertices of L∗, such that for

any v ∈ V (L∗), we have

σXOR(v) = σ1(v)σ2(v),

where σ1, σ2 are two independent, identically distributed Ising models on vertices of L∗.
Assume both σ1 and σ2 have coupling constants given by (5), (6).

We say an XOR Ising model is defined on L (resp. L∗) if the XOR Ising model has

spins located on vertices of L (resp. L∗), and interactions between nearest neighboring

vertices of L (resp. L∗).
The monochromatic contours for an XOR Ising configuration, σXOR, defined on L (resp.

L∗) are contours consisting of edges of L∗ (resp. L), separating neighboring vertices of L
(resp. L∗) with different states of σXOR. The monochromatic contours of the XOR Ising

model was first studied in [35], in which the scaling limits of monochromatic contours of

the critical XOR Ising model are conjectured to be level lines of Gaussian free field. It

is proved in [6] that the monochromatic contours of the XOR Ising model on the square

grid correspond to level lines of height functions of the dimer model on the square-octagon

lattice, inspired by the correspondence between Ising model and bipartite dimer model in

[10]. We will study the percolation properties of the XOR Ising model, as an application

of the main theorems proved in this paper for the general constrained percolation process.

Theorem 2.2. For any 0 < a < 1, µa-a.s. there are no infinite present Type-II clusters

or infinite absent Type-II clusters.

Proof. As discussed before, any dimer configuration on the square-octagon lattice corre-

sponds to a contour configuration on L ∪ L∗, such that each vertex in L and L∗ has an

even number of incident present edges, and the primal contours and the dual contours can

never intersect.

After removing the dual contours, the primal contours have the same distribution as

monochromatic contours of the XOR-Ising model, with spins located at vertices of the

dual lattice L∗, if the parameters of the two i.i.d. Ising models satisfy (5) and (6), see [6].

Similarly, removing the primal contours, the dual contours correspond to monochromatic

contours of the critical XOR-Ising model with spins located at vertices of the primal lattice

L.

The corresponding probability measure for the XOR-Ising model is translation-invariant

and satisfies the finite-energy property, then the theorem follows from Theorem 1.5.

�
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Theorem 2.3. The critical XOR-Ising model, which is the product of two independent

critical Ising models with the same coupling constants, almost surely has no infinite “+”-

clusters, and no infinite “−”-clusters, under the unique infinite-volume Gibbs measure.

Proof. First of all, we know that the spontaneous magnetization for the critical Ising model

vanishes (see [9]), this implies that the critical Ising model has a unique infinite-volume

Gibbs measure (see [1]). Therefore the critical XOR-Ising model, as the product of two inde-

pendent critical Ising models with the same coupling constant, has a unique infinite-volume

Gibbs measure. It suffice to show the almost sure nonexistence of infinite “+”-clusters and

infinite “−”-clusters under the weak limit of measures using the torus approximation. Since

the infinite “+” or “−” clusters correspond to the infinite components bounded by dual

contours, and almost surely there are no infinite components bounded by dual contours, by

Theorem 1.6, we conclude that almost surely there are no infinite “+”-clusters, or infinite

“−”-clusters in the critical XOR-Ising model. �

Now let us turn to the non-critical XOR Ising model. Let σ1, σ2 be two i.i.d Ising

spin configurations defined on vertices of the dual lattice L∗, with non-critical coupling

constants Jh and Jv on horizontal and vertical edges, respectively. As before, the spin of

the XOR Ising model is a product of σ1 and σ2. According to [6], such a non-critical XOR

Ising model also corresponds to a dimer model on the square-octagon lattice, in which

each Type-II edge has weight 1, each Type-I edge parallel to an edge e of L∗ has weight
1−e−4Je

1+e−4Je
, and each Type-I edge perpendicular to an edge e of L∗ has weight 2e−2Je

1+e−4Je
. The

monochromatic contours of the XOR Ising model correspond to primal contours of the

perfect matching. Note that the weak limit of Gibbs measures for dimer configurations

on the square-octagon lattice, corresponding to the weights of the non-critical XOR Ising

model, using torus approximation, is no longer Z × Z translation invariant, but 2Z × 2Z
translation invariant.

Theorem 2.4. The non-critical XOR Ising model has at most one infinite monochromatic

contour, under any translation-invariant Gibbs measure.

Proof. For the non-critical XOR Ising model, the distribution of monochromatic contours

is unique under any translation-invariant Gibbs measure, because the distribution of in-

terfaces is unique under any translation-invariant Gibbs measure for a non-critical Ising

model, see [26]. Let ν be the distribution of monochromatic contours under a translation-

invariant Gibbs measure. Then ν is the marginal distribution for primal contours of a

2Z × 2Z translation-invariant, 2Z × 2Z ergodic Gibbs measure on the space Ω′ of the

constrained percolation process. Then the theorem follows from Theorem 1.7. �

The unique infinite contour can be proved unstable (almost surely does not exist), if the

underlying Gibbs measure is translation-invariant, and satisfies the F.K.G. lattice condition

(see [1, 33]). In the following theorem, we prove the nonexistence of the unique infinite

contour without the F.K.G. lattice condition.

Theorem 2.5. Under any translation-invariant Gibbs measure, almost surely the low-

temperature XOR Ising model has no infinite monochromatic contours.
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Proof. Let σ1, σ2 be two i.i.d. low temperature Ising configurations, with spins placed on

vertices of the dual lattice L∗. Assume each horizontal (resp. vertical) edge of L∗ has

coupling constant Jh (resp. Jv). The Ising model is in the low temperature state if and

only if the coupling constant satisfies

e−2Jh + e−2Jv + e−2(Jh+Jv) < 1.(7)

We define another Ising model on the vertices of the primal lattice L, such that each

horizontal edge of L has coupling constant J ′h (resp. J ′v), satisfying

e−2J
′
h =

1− e−2Jv
1 + e−2Jv

,(8)

e−2J
′
v =

1− e−2Jh
1 + e−2Jh

.(9)

Given (7), (8), (9), we have

e−2J
′
h + e−2J

′
v + e−2(J

′
h+J ′v) > 1.(10)

(10) implies that this Ising model on L is in the high temperature state.

It is known that the high-temperature Ising model has a unique infinite-volume Gibbs

measure (see [1]), and this Gibbs measure is translation-invariant; therefore the high-

temperature XOR Ising model, each spin of which is the product of two i.i.d. high-

temperature Ising spins, has a unique infinite-volume Gibbs measure π, and this Gibbs

measure is translation-invariant, and moreover, ergodic.

In fact, the low-temperature XOR Ising model on L∗, and the high-temperature XOR

Ising model on L, with coupling constants satisfying (8), (9), correspond to dimer models

on the square-octagon lattice with the same edge weights. More precisely, each Type-II

edge has weight 1. Each Type-I edge parallel to an edge e of L∗ has weight 1−e−4Je

1+e−4Je
in

the dimer model corresponding to the low-temperature XOR Ising model on L∗, according

to the weight correspondence described in the paragraph before Theorem 2.4. Moreover,

this Type-I edge must be perpendicular to an edge e∗ of L, and it has weight 2e−2Je∗
1+e−4Je∗ ,

in the dimer model corresponding to the high-temperature XOR Ising model on L. But
1−e−4Je

1+e−4Je
= 2e−2Je∗

1+e−4Je∗ , if Je and Je∗ satisfy (8), (9). Similarly, each Type-I edge parallel to

an edge of L and perpendicular to an edge of L∗ has the same edge weight in the dimer

model corresponding to the high-temperature XOR Ising model on L, and in the dimer

model corresponding to the low-temperature XOR Ising model on L∗.
The distribution of monochromatic contours for the low-temperature XOR Ising model

on L∗ (which is unique under any infinite-volume, translation-invariant Gibbs measure), is

the same as the distribution of the primal contours of the dimer model of the square-octagon

lattice, under the infinite volume Gibbs measure θ, obtained from the torus approximation.

Let P1 be the event that there is a unique infinite primal contour. Using the same

argument as in Lemma 2.1, we can prove that θ is 2Z×2Z ergodic. Hence either θ(P1) = 0,

or θ(P1) = 1.

If θ(P1) = 1, then in the high-temperature XOR Ising model on L, almost surely there

is an infinite cluster π containing the infinite primal contour. Let E+ (resp. E−) be

the event that there exists an infinite +-cluster (resp. −-cluster) containing an infinite

primal contour, in the high-temperature XOR Ising model on L, then π(E+ ∪ E−) = 1
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implies π(E+ ∩ E−) = 1, by ergodicity and symmetry of π, and by translation invariance

of E+ and E−. Then π-a.s. there are at least two infinite clusters containing two distinct

primal contours, hence θ-a.s. there are at least two infinite primal contours. But this is a

contradiction to Theorem 2.4. Hence θ(P1) = 0, and the theorem follows from Theorem

2.4.

�

3. Contours and Clusters

In this section, we prove a few combinatorial and probabilistic results regarding infinite

contours and infinite clusters in the constrained percolation process, in preparation for the

proof of Theorems 1.4-1.7. Let µ be a probability measure on Ω′ satisfying Assumptions

1.1 and 1.2. We begin with the following elementary lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let S be a primal or a dual face in L or L∗. S ∩Z2 consists of four vertices.

If in a constrained configuration in Ω′, all the four vertices in S ∩ Z2 have state “0”, then

flipping the states of all vertices in S to “1”, and preserve the states of all the other vertices

of Z2, we still obtain a constrained configuration in Ω′, and vice versa.

Proof. As explained before, the constrained configurations in Ω′ correspond to contour

configurations in Φ′. To prove that after the state change in the way described in the

theorem, we still have a constrained site configuration in Ω′, it suffices to check that after

the state change, the new configuration still corresponds to a contour configuration in Ω′.

Changing states for all the four vertices inside a single square S corresponds to changing

states on the four boundary edges of the square, i.e. present edges become absent, and

absent edges become present. For example, let e ∈ E(L) ∪ E(L∗) be a boundary edge of

S, let v be a vertex in Z2 \ S, so that v is incident to a vertex in S, through an edge of G

crossing e. Assume before the state change, e is present in the contour configuration, i.e.

before the state change, in the site configuration of Z2, all the four vertices in S ∩Z2 have

state “0”, v has state “1”. If we change the states of all vertices in S to “1”, and preserve

the states of all other vertices in Z2, then in the changed contour configuration, e must be

absent.

Since before the change, in the contour configuration, each vertex of L or L∗ has an

even number of incident present edges, after the change in the new contour configuration,

each vertex still has an even number of incident present edges, because we change states

on exactly two incident edges for each one of the four vertices of the square; and for any

other vertex of Z2, we do not change the states of its incident edges.

Moreover, since before the change, all the vertices in the square S have the same

state, no present edges in the corresponding contour configuration intersect the squares.

Therefore after the change of states, no present edges of L or L∗ intersect the boundary of

the square either, because after the change, all the vertices inside the square S still have

the same state and there are no present edges of L or L∗ intersecting the boundary of S

to separate the state “0” and the state “1”.

Then we conclude that after the change of states in the way as described in the theorem,

we still have a constrained configuration in Ω′. �
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Figure 3. Primal Contour, Dual Contour and Interface

We consider an augmented square grid AZ2, whose vertices are either vertices of Z2,

centers of faces of Z2, or midpoints of edges of Z2. Two vertices u,w of AZ2 are connected

by an edge of AZ2 if and only of one of the following cases occurs:

I u is a vertex of Z2, and w is the midpoint of an edge of Z2, and u is an endpoint

of the edge corresponding to w, or vice versa.

II u is the center of a face of Z2, and w is the midpoint of an edge of Z2, and the

edge corresponding to w is on the boundary of the face corresponding to u, or vice

versa.

Note that AZ2 is a square grid with edge length 1
2 . Let [AZ2]∗ be the dual lattice of

AZ2.

Let φ ∈ Φ′ be a contour configuration. To each contour C in φ, we associate a union of

disjoint cycles or infinite paths in [AZ2]∗ called the interface of the contour. More precisely,

we consider a “thickened” version of C, C̃, by replacing each present edge of C with a bar

of width 1
2 , such that each present edge of C is located in the center of the corresponding

bar. Note that R2 \ C̃ is a union of disjoint connected components. The boundaries of

components of R2 \ C̃ form the interface of the contour C. In particular, each component

of the interface of the contour C is either a cycle or a infinite self-avoiding path, consisting

of edges of [AZ2]∗, such that each vertex of [AZ2]∗ is incident to 0 or 2 present edges. Here

by cycle we mean a finite connected component of edges of [AZ2]∗ in which each vertex of

[AZ2]∗ has two incident edges.

The interface of a contour configuration φ ∈ Φ′ is the union of interfaces of all contours

in φ. Again the interface of φ is a set of disjoint cycles or infinite paths in [AZ2]∗. See

Figure 3 for an example of the interface, where red and blue lines are primal and dual

contours, and green lines are interface, see also [15].
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Lemma 3.2. If µ-a.s. there exist two infinite contours, then µ-a.s. there exists an infinite

(“0” or “1”)-cluster.

Proof. If µ-a.s. there exist two infinite contours, then we can find two distinct infinite

contours C1 and C2, two points x ∈ C1 and y ∈ C2, a self-avoiding path pxy, consisting of

edges of G and two half-edges, one starting at x and the other ending at y, and connecting

x and y, such that pxy does not intersect any infinite contours except at x and at y.

Let v ∈ Z2 be the first vertex along pxy starting from x. Let u be the midpoint of the

line segment [v, x]. The interface of C1 passes u. Let `u be the connected component of

the interface of C1 passing u. Then `u is either an infinite self-avoiding path or a cycle

consisting of edges of [AZ2]∗, such that along `u each vertex of [AZ2]∗ is incident 2 present

edges of [AZ2] in the interface.

If `u is an infinite self-avoiding path, then we claim that v is in an infinite (“0” or

“1”-)cluster of the constrained site configurations on Z2. To see why this is true, note that

R2 \ `u has two components, Qv and Qc
v, where Qv is the component including v. Find all

the vertices in Qv ∩ Z2 satisfying one of the following conditions

I the distance of the vertex to `u is 1
4 ;

II the distance of the vertex to `u is
√
2
4 , and the vertex is incident to two vertices in

Qv ∩ Z2 whose distances to `u are 1
4 .

All the vertices satisfying one of the above conditions form an infinite, connected set VI , in

which every vertex has the same state. Then there is an infinite cluster of the constrained

site configuration in Ω′ including all the vertices in VI .

If `u is a cycle, then R2\`u has two components, Qv and Qc
v, where Qv is the component

including v. Since `u is a cycle, exactly one of Qv and Qc
v is finite, the other is infinite.

Since C1 ⊆ Qc
v, and C1 is an infinite contour, we deduce that Qc

v is infinite, and Qv is finite.

Since y /∈ `u, either y ∈ Qv, or y ∈ Qc
v. If y ∈ Qc

v, then any path connecting v and y must

intersect C1. In particular, pxy intersects C1 not only at x, but also at some point other

than x. This is a contradiction. Hence y ∈ Qv. Since C1 ∩ C2 = ∅, this implies C2 ⊆ Qv;

because if C2 ∩Qc
v 6= ∅, then C2 ∩ C1 6= ∅. But C2 ⊆ Qv is impossible since C2 is infinite

and Qv is finite. Hence `u must be an infinite self-avoiding path.

Therefore we conclude that if µ-a.s. there exist two infinite contours, then µ-a.s. there

exists an infinite (“0” or “1”)-cluster.

�

Lemma 3.2 has the following straightforward corollary.

Corollary 3.3. If µ-a.s. there are no infinite clusters, then µ-a.s. there are no infinite

contours.

Proof. Let A1 (resp. A2) be the event that there exist infinite primal (resp. dual) contours.

There is a 1-to-1 correspondence between configurations in A1 and configurations in A2.

Namely, we translate each configuration in A1 by (1, 1), and obtain a configuration in A2,

and vice versa. By translation invariance of µ, we have µ(A1) = µ(A2).

Moreover, since A1 and A2 are 2Z × 2Z translation invariant events, by ergodicity of

µ, we have either µ(A1) = µ(A2) = 0, or µ(A1) = µ(A2) = 1.
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If µ(A1) = µ(A2) = 1, since primal contours and dual contours can never intersect,

µ-a.s. there exist at least two distinct infinite contours. by Lemma 3.2, µ-a.s. there exists

an infinite cluster. This contradiction implies the corollary. �

Lemma 3.4. Let C∞ be an infinite contour, then there is an infinite cluster adjacent to

C∞ in each infinite component of R2 \ C∞.

Proof. Let S be an infinite component of R2 \C∞, and IS be the interface of C∞ in S, then

IS is infinite and connected. Because if IS is finite, then either S or C∞ is finite, but this

is impossible. IS is connected, because S is simply-connected. Consider all the vertices of

Z2 satisfying one of the following conditions:

• v ∈ S ∩ Z2, and dist(v, IS) = 1
4 ,

• v ∈ S ∩Z2, and dist(v, IS) =
√
2
4 , and v is adjacent to two vertices in S ∩Z2 whose

distances to IS are 1
4 .

Then all the vertices satisfying one of the above conditions form part of an infinite

cluster, which is adjacent to C∞. �

4. Nonexistence of the Unique Infinite “1”-cluster

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.4. Let µ be a probability measure on Ω′ satisfying

Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2.

Lemma 4.1. Assume there is exactly one infinite “0”-cluster and exactly one infinite “1”-

cluster. Let x ∈ Z2 be in the infinite “0”-cluster, y ∈ Z2 be in the infinite “1”-cluster, and

`xy be a path, consisting of edges of G and connecting x and y, then `xy intersects infinite

contours an odd number of times.

Proof. Moving along `xy, two neighboring vertices u and v in Z2 ∩ `xy have different states

if and only if the edge 〈u, v〉 intersects a contour. Since the states of x and y are different,

moving along `xy, the states of vertices must change an odd number of times. Therefore

`xy intersects (primal and dual) contours an odd number of times.

Since `xy intersects finitely many finite contours in total, let Cf1 , ..., Cfm be all the finite

contours intersecting `xy, where m = 0, 1, 2, · · · . We make the convention here that m = 0

means `xy does not intersect finite contours at all, and ∪mi=1Cfi = ∅.
Let R2 be the plane. We claim that R2 \ ∪mi=1Cfi has exactly one infinite component.

To see why this is true, we consider the Riemann sphere R2 ∪ {∞}. Since Cfi is a finite

contour, we have, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, R2 ∪ {∞} \ Cfi includes a neighborhood of ∞. Then

there is a unique (open) component of R2 ∪ {∞} \ ∪mi=1Cfi , including a neighborhood of

the point∞, denoted by U∞. We can see that U∞ \{∞} is still connected, that is because,

for a, b ∈ U∞ \ {∞}, there exists a path `ab ⊆ U∞ connecting a and b. Since U∞ includes a

neighborhood of ∞, if ∞ ∈ `ab, a small perturbation of `ab generates a path in U∞ \ {∞}
connecting a and b. Then U∞ \ {∞} is the unique infinite component of R2 \ ∪mi=1Cfi .

Then both x and y lie in the infinite connected component of R2 \ ∪mi=1Cfi . That is

because if x is in a finite component of R2 \ ∪mi=1Cfi , then it is a contradiction to the fact

that x is in an infinite “0”-cluster, because the infinite “0”-cluster including x cannot be

bounded in a finite component of R2 \∪mi=1Cfi . Similarly y is also in an infinite component
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of R2 \ ∪mi=1Cfi . Since R2 \ ∪mi=1Cfi has a unique infinite component, we infer that both x

and y are in the same infinite component of R2 \ ∪mi=1Cfi .

Since both x and y lie in the infinite connected component of R2 \∪mi=1Cfi , we can find

a path `′xy connecting x and y, using edges of G, such that the path does not intersect

∪mi=1Cfi at all. Moreover, each vertex of L ∪ L∗ has an even number of present edges in

∪mi=1Cfi , we infer that `xy intersects ∪mi=1Cfi an even number of times, because changing

paths from `′xy to `xy does not change the parity of intersections of the path with ∪mi=1Cfi .

This implies that `xy must intersect infinite contours an odd number of times, because `xy
intersects (infinite and finite) contours an odd number of times in total, and `xy intersects

finite contours an even number of times.

�

Lemma 4.2. Assume there is exactly one infinite “0”-cluster and exactly one infinite “1”-

cluster. Assume there exist a vertex x in the infinite “0”-cluster, a vertex y in the infinite

“1”-cluster, and a path `xy, consisting of edges of G and connecting x and y, such that

`xy intersects exactly one infinite contour, C∞, then C∞ is adjacent to both the infinite

“0”-cluster and the infinite “1”-cluster.

Proof. By lemma 3.4, there is an infinite cluster in each infinite component of R2 \ C∞.

Since there are exactly two infinite clusters, R2 \C∞ has at most two infinite components.

If R2 \ C∞ has no infinite components, this is impossible, since in this case there will

be no infinite clusters.

If R2 \ C∞ has exactly two infinite components, then we can construct two infinite

connected set of vertices in the two infinite components of R2 \ C∞, as in Lemma 1.4,

denoted by V1 and V2, such that C∞ is adjacent to both V1 and V2. Moreover, V1 and V2
are exactly part of the infinite “0”-cluster and part of the infinite “1”-cluster. Therefore

C∞ is adjacent to both the infinite “0”-cluster and the infinite “1”-cluster.

If R2 \C∞ has exactly one infinite component, denoted by RC∞ , then both the infinite

“0”-cluster and the infinite “1”-cluster lie in RC∞ , in particular x, y ∈ RC∞ . We can find a

path ˜̀
xy, connecting x and y, using edges of G, such that ˜̀

xy does not intersect C∞ at all.

Changing path from ˜̀
xy to `xy does not change the parity of the number of intersections

of the path with C∞, we infer that `xy intersects C∞ an even number of times. But this is

a contradiction, since `xy intersects C∞ an odd number of times, by Lemma 4.1.

�

Lemma 4.3. If there is exactly one infinite “0”-cluster and exactly one infinite “1”-cluster,

then there exists an infinite primal or dual contour, adjacent to both the infinite “0”-cluster

and the infinite “1”-cluster.

Proof. Let x be a vertex in the infinite “0”-cluster, and let y be a vertex in the infinite “1”

cluster. Let `xy be a path consisting of edges of the original square grid G connecting x

and y.

By Lemma 4.1, `xy must intersect infinite contours an odd number of times. By lemma

4.2, if `xy intersect exactly one infinite contour, C∞, then C∞ is adjacent to both the

infinite “0”-cluster and the infinite “1”-cluster, then the lemma is proved in the case when

`xy intersects exactly one infinite contour.
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If there exist more than one infinite contours intersecting `xy, let C1 and C2 be two

distinct infinite contours intersecting `xy.

Let u ∈ C1 ∩ `xy and v ∈ C2 ∩ `xy, such that the portion of `xy between u and v, puv,

does not intersect any infinite contours except at u and at v. As in the proof of Lemma 3.2,

let u1 be the first vertex of Z2 along puv, starting from u; and let v1 be the first vertex of

Z2 along puv starting from v. Let u2 (resp. v2) be the midpoint of the line segment [u, u1]

(resp. [v, v1]). According to the proof of Lemma 3.2, the component of the interface of C1

passing u2 is infinite, denoted by I1, and the component of the interface of C2 passing v2
is infinite, denoted by I2. Following the procedure in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we can find

an infinite cluster ξ1 along I1, such that u1 ∈ ξ1. The following cases might happen

I x /∈ ξ1, and y /∈ ξ1;
II x /∈ ξ1, and y ∈ ξ1;

III x ∈ ξ1, and y /∈ ξ1;
IV x ∈ ξ1, and y ∈ ξ1.

First of all, Case IV is impossible because we assume x and y are in two distinct infinite

clusters. Secondly, if Case I is true, then there exist at least 3 infinite clusters, this is a

contradiction to the assumption that there exists exactly one infinite “0”-cluster and one

infinite “1”-cluster.

Case II and Case III can be proved using similar arguments, and we write down the

proof of Case II here.

If Case II is true, first note that y ∈ ξ1 implies that C1 is adjacent to the infinite “1”-

cluster. Let z be the first point in C1 ∩ `xy, when traveling along `xy starting from x. Let

pxz be the portion of `xy between x and z.

Next, we will prove the following claim.

Claim 4.4. Under Case II, there is an infinite contour adjacent to both the infinite “0”-

cluster and the infinite “1”-cluster.

We will prove Claim 4.4 by an induction on the length of pxz. Note that the length of

pxz is always of the form n+ 1
2 , where n = 0, 1, 2, ....

First of all, when n = 0, the length of pxz is 1
2 . This implies that C1 is adjacent to the

infinite “0”-cluster at x. Under Case II, C1 is also adjacent to the infinite “1”-cluster at y,

then Claim 4.4 is proved.

We make the following induction hypothesis

• Assume Claim 4.4 holds for n ≤ k (k ≥ 0).

Now we consider the case when n = k + 1. The interior points of pxz are all points

along pxz except x and z. We claim that if at interior points, pxz intersects only finite

contours, then C1 is adjacent to both the infinite “0”-cluster and the infinite “1”-cluster.

Under Case II, it suffices to show that C1 is adjacent to the infinite “0”-cluster.

Since pxz intersects finitely many finite contours at interior points, let Cf1 , ..., Cfr be

all the finite contours intersecting pxz. Using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma

4.1, we infer that R2 \ ∪ri=1Cfi has a unique infinite component, and both x and z are in

the infinite component of R2 \∪ri=1Cfi . That is because x is in the infinite “0”-cluster, and

z is in the infinite contour C1; neither the infinite “0”-cluster nor the infinite contour C1

can be bounded in a finite component of R2 \ ∪ri=1Cfi .
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Let If be the interface of ∪ri=1Cfi in the unique infinite cluster of R2 \ ∪ri=1Cfi . Since

each Cfi , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, is a finite contour, each component of the interface of Cfi is finite. In

particular, If consists of finitely many disjoint cycles, denoted by D1, ..., Dt. For 1 ≤ i ≤ t,
R2 \Di has exactly one infinite component, and one finite component. Let Bi be the finite

component of R2 \Di, define

B̃i = {S is a unit square in G : S ∩Bi 6= ∅}.
In particular, B̃i is a closed set consisting of unit squares in G. Define B = ∪ti=1B̃i; let B′

be the interior of B. Note that B′ is open, and x, z ∈ R2 \ B′, although x may be on the

boundary of B′.

There is a path p′xz ⊆ [pxz ∩ (R2 \ B′)] ∪ ∂B′, connecting x and z, where ∂B′ is the

boundary of B′. More precisely, pxz is divided by ∂B′ into segments; on each segment

of pxz in R2 \ B′, p′xz follow the path of pxz; for each segment of pxz in B′, p′xz follow

the boundary of B′ to connect the two endpoints of the segment. All the vertices of p′xz
are in the same cluster; we infer that C1 is incident to the infinite “0”-cluster at x, if pxz
intersects only finite contours at interior points.

Now assume pxz intersects infinite contours at interior points. Let C3 be an infinite

contour intersecting pxz at interior points. Obviously, C3 and C1 are distinct, because C1

intersects pxz only at z. Let w be the last point in C3 ∩ pxz, when traveling along pxz,

starting from x, and let pwz be the portion of pxz between w and z. Assume pwz does not

intersect infinite contours at interior points.

Let w1 be the first vertex in Z2 along pwz, starting from w, and let w2 be the midpoint

of w and w1. According to the proof of Lemma 3.2, the component of the interface of C3

passing w2 is infinite, denoted by I3; and we can find an infinite cluster ξ3 along I3, such

that w1 ∈ ξ3. The following cases might happen

i x /∈ ξ3, and y /∈ ξ3;
ii x ∈ ξ3, and y /∈ ξ3;

iii x /∈ ξ3, and y ∈ ξ3;
iv x ∈ ξ3, and y ∈ ξ3.

First of all, Case iv is impossible because we assume x and y are in two distinct infinite

clusters. Secondly, if Case i is true, then there exist at least 3 infinite clusters, this is a

contradiction to the assumption that there exists exactly one infinite “0”-cluster and one

infinite “1”-cluster.

If Case ii is true, then C3 is adjacent to the infinite “0”-cluster including x; and since

w1 ∈ ξ3, and pwz does not intersect infinite contours except at w and z, therefore z ∈ ξ3,
and ξ3 is exactly the infinite “0”-cluster including x, we conclude that C1 is incident to the

infinite “0”-cluster including x as well, and Claim 4.4 is proved.

If Case iii is true, then C3 is adjacent to the infinite “1”-cluster including y. Let t

be the first vertex in pxz ∩ C3, when traveling from pxz, starting at x, and let pxt be the

portion of pxz between x and t. We explore the path pxt as we have done for pxz. Since

the length of pxz is finite, and the length of pxt is less than that of pxz by at least 1, we

apply the induction hypothesis with C1 replaced by C3, C2 replaced by C1, ξ1 replaced by

ξ3, pxz replaced by pxt, and we conclude that there exists an infinite contour adjacent to

both the infinite “0”-cluster and infinite“1”-cluster.
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�

4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.4. Since A is a translation-invariant event, by ergodicity of µ,

either µ(A) = 1 or µ(A) = 0. Assume µ(A) = 1, let B be the event that there exists a

unique infinite “0”-cluster. Then by symmetry of µ, we have µ(B) = 1, hence µ(A∩B) = 1.

As explained before the constrained site configurations in Ω′ correspond to contour

configurations in Φ′.

If µ-a.s. there exists exactly one infinite “0”-cluster and exactly one infinite “1”-cluster

simultaneously, then by lemma 4.3, µ-a.s. there exists an infinite primal or dual contour

adjacent to both the infinite “0”-cluster and the infinite “1”-cluster. Let D1 (resp. D2) be

the event that there exists an infinite primal (resp. dual) contour in L (resp. L∗), adjacent

to both the infinite “0”-cluster and the infinite “1”-cluster. Given µ(A ∩ B) = 1, we have

µ(D1 ∪ D2) = 1.(11)

By translation invariance, we have

µ(D1) = µ(D2).(12)

Moreover, since µ is 2Z× 2Z-ergodic, we have either

µ(D1) = 0, or µ(D1) = 1.(13)

Combining (11), (12) and (13), we have

µ(D1 ∩ D2) = 1.

More precisely, we have exactly one infinite “1”-cluster on Z2, denoted by C1 and

exactly one infinite “0”-cluster on Z2, denoted by C0. There is an infinite primal contour

adjacent to both C0 and C1, denoted by S; as well as an infinite dual contour adjacent to

both C0 and C1, denoted by W .

Therefore, we can find points x ∈ S and y ∈ W , such that x and y are connected by a

path `xy, consisting of edges of G and two half-edges, one starts at x and one ends at y,

such that every vertex in `xy ∩Z2 is in C1. Similarly, we can find a point p ∈ S and q ∈W ,

such that p and q are connected by a path `pq, consisting of edges of G and two half-edges,

one starts at x and one ends at y, such that every point of `pq ∩ Z2 is in C0.

Moreover, we can find a path `px ⊆ S connecting p and x and `qy ⊆ W connecting q

and y. The paths `xy, `qy, `pq and `px form a closed cycle bounding a finite region on the

plane, and we use R to denote the finite region constructed above, see Figure 4.

Let x1 be the first vertex in Z2 along `xy starting from x; and let p1 be the first vertex

in Z2 along `pq starting from p. Let x2 (resp. p2) be the midpoint of the line segment

[x, x1] (resp. [p, p1]). Since x ∈ S and x1 ∈ C1, the interface of S passes x2. Similarly the

interface of S passes p2 as well.

We claim that x2 and p2 are in the same component of the interface of S. To see why

this is true, consider the connected component of the interface of S passing x2, denoted by

γSx2
; γSx2

is either a cycle or an infinite path. Therefore γSx2
intersects ∂R = `xy∪`pq∪`px∪`qy

an even number of times. But the only other possible intersection of γSx2
with ∂R is p2,

therefore p2 ∈ γSx2
. Moreover, any other component of interface of S does not intersect ∂R.
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x ∈ S

y ∈W

p ∈ S

q ∈W

`xy ⊆ C1

`px ⊆ S
`qy ⊆W

`pq ⊆ C0

Figure 4. Infinite clusters and adjacent contours

Starting from x2, we find all the vertices in C1 ∩ R satisfying one of the following

conditions

I the distance of the vertex to γSx2
∩R is 1

4 ;

II the distance of the vertex to γSx2
∩R is

√
2
4 , and the vertex is incident to two vertices

in C1 ∩R whose distances to γSx2
∩R are 1

4 .

Then x2 and p2, as well as all the vertices found above, are in the same cluster of the

constrained site configuration on Z2. However x2 ∈ C1, p2 ∈ C0, and C1 and C0 are

distinct clusters. This contradiction implies Theorem 1.4.

5. Nonexistence of Infinite Clusters under the Finite Energy Assumption

In this section, we prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6.

Let µ be a probability measure on Ω′ satisfying Assumptions 1.1, 1.2, 1.3. By con-

struction ν1 (see Sect. 1.3) is a translation invariant measure on bond configurations in Φ′1.

Each such bond configuration on L corresponds to two site configurations in {0, 1}V (L∗),

where V (L∗) is the vertex set of L∗. Namely, if the state of a vertex v0 of L∗ is “1”, then

for any vertex v of L∗, let `v be a dual path consisting of edges of L∗ and connecting v0 and

v. The states of each pair of neighboring vertices along `v are different if and only if the

dual edge along `v crosses a present primal edge. Under such a “state change criterion”,

the state at v is “1” if and only if `v crosses present primal edges an even number of times;

if `v crosses present primal edges an odd number of times, the state at v is “0”. It is not

hard to see that the state of v, defined above, is independent of the choice of `v, since each

vertex of L has an even number of incident present edges, and therefore changing the path

from v0 to v does not change the parity of intersections of the path with present primal

edges. Similarly, if v0 has state “0”, we can also determine the state of any vertex of L∗
according to the same “state change criterion”.

If we further assume that the vertex v0 in L∗ has state “0” with probability 1/2 and has

state “1” with probability 1/2, and the state of v0 is independent of the bond configura-

tions of L, then ν1 induces a translation-invariant, symmetric probability measure on site

configurations of L∗, denoted by µ1. In fact, under assumption 1.3, µ1 has finite energy

in the normal sense (see [7]). Then µ1-a.s. there is at most one infinite “1”-cluster and at

most one infinite “0”-cluster on L∗, according the arguments in [31, 7].
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Recall that ν is the induced measure on contour configurations in Φ′ by µ, and ν2 is the

marginal distribution of ν on bond configurations of L∗, with state space Φ′2 and σ-algebra

Fd. Let µ2 be the induced translation-invariant, symmetric measure on site configurations

of L. By translation invariance of µ and the finite energy of µ1, we deduce that µ2 also

has finite energy in the normal sense.

The following cases might happen

I there are no infinite “1”-clusters and no infinite “0”-clusters in the site configuration

on vertices on L∗, denote the event by E1;

II there is a unique infinite “1”-cluster, and no infinite “0”-cluster in the site config-

uration of L∗; or there is a unique infinite “0”-cluster, and no infinite “1”-cluster

in the site configuration of L∗, denote the event by E2;

III there is a unique infinite “1”-cluster, and a unique infinite “0”-cluster in the site

configuration of L∗; denote the event by E3;

Let φ ∈ Φ′ be a contour configuration. Let φp ⊆ φ (resp. φd ⊆ φ) be the configuration

of primal (resp. dual) contours, i.e., the set of all edges of L (resp. L∗) present in φ. Note

that

φ = φp ∪ φd, φp ∩ φd = ∅.
The events E1, E2, E3 can also be interpreted as follows: E1 is the event that R2 \ φp

has no infinite components; E2 is the event that R2 \ φp has a unique infinite component;

E3 is the event that R2 \ φp has exactly two infinite components, and any path consisting

of edges of L∗ connecting two vertices of L∗ in the two infinite components of R2 \φp must

cross the present primal contours an odd number of times.

Therefore E1, E2, E3 are measurable with respect to the σ-algebra of the original site

configuration process on Z2, and are 2Z× 2Z translation-invariant, hence by ergodicity of

µ, exactly one of the following cases is true

I µ(E1) = 1;

II µ(E2) = 1;

III µ(E3) = 1.

Lemma 5.1. If µ(E1) = 1, then µ almost surely (µ-a.s.) there are no infinite “0”-clusters

or infinite “1”-clusters.

Proof. If µ(E1) = 1, then µ-a.s. R2 \ φp has no infinite components. By translation

invariance, µ-a.s. R2 \ φd has no infinite components. Hence R2 \ [φp ∪ φd] has no infinite

components. Therefore in this case, µ almost surely (µ-a.s.) there are no infinite “0”-

clusters or infinite “1”-clusters. �

Lemma 5.2. If µ(E2) = 1, then µ almost surely (µ-a.s.) there are no infinite “0”-clusters

or infinite “1”-clusters.

Proof. If µ(E2) = 1, then µ-a.s. R2 \φp has exactly one infinite component. By translation

invariance, µ-a.s. R2 \ φd has exactly one infinite component. We claim that R2 \ [φp ∪ φd]

has at most one infinite component µ-a.s..

To see why this is true, note that when µ(E2) = 1, R2 \ φp is a disjoint union of finite

components and a unique infinite component. Let Q1 be the infinite component of R2 \φp.
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Since φp∩φd = ∅, we can add dual contours to components of R2\φp. Adding dual contours

to finite components of R2 \ φp does not generate infinite clusters. Similarly, R2 \ φd is a

disjoint union of finite components and a unique infinite component. Let Q2 be the infinite

component of R2 \ φd. We can also add primal contours to components of R2 \ φd, and

adding primal contours to finite components of R2 \ φd does not generate infinite clusters.

Therefore if R2 \ [φp ∪ φd] has infinite components, each infinite component must be a

component of Q1 ∩Q2.

We claim that if Q1 ∩ Q2 is nonempty, then it is infinite and connected. Here by

“infinite”, we mean Q1 ∩ Q2 ∩ Z2 has infinitely many vertices; by “connected”, we mean

for any x ∈ Q1 ∩Q2 ∩ Z2, y ∈ Q1 ∩Q2 ∩ Z2, we can find a path in Q1 ∩Q2 connecting x

and y, consisting of edges of G, and every vertex along the path is in Q1 ∩Q2 ∩ Z2.

Let D1 ⊆ φp be all the primal contours adjacent to Q1, and let I1 be the interface of

D1 within Q1 ∩Q2. Let D2 ⊆ φd be all the dual contours adjacent to Q2, and let I2 be the

interface of D2 within Q1 ∩Q2. Note that I1 ∩ I2 = ∅.
We first show that Q1 ∩Q2 is connected. For any x ∈ Q1 ∩Q2 ∩ Z2, y ∈ Q1 ∩Q2 ∩ Z2,

we can find a path `xy ⊆ Q1, such that `xy consists of edges of G and connects x and y,

since Q1 is connected. If `xy ∩ I2 = ∅, then we find a path `xy ⊆ Q1 ∩ Q2, consisting of

edges of G, and connecting x and y, hence x and y are connected in Q1 ∩Q2.

If `xy∩I2 6= ∅, traveling along `xy from x to y, let z′ be the first point in `xy∩I2, and let

w′ be the last point in `xy∩I2. Let z be the last vertex in Z2∩`xy before z′, when traveling

along `xy from x to y. Let w be the first vertex in Z2 ∩ `xy after w′, when traveling along

`xy from x to y. Then z, w ∈ Q1 ∩Q2 ∩Z2. Since Q2 is connected, there exists a path γzw,

connecting z and w, and consisting of edges of G, and γzw ∩ I2 = ∅.
Consider all the components of I2 intersecting `xy; each component is either a finite

cycle, or an infinite self-avoiding path. There are finitely many components of I2 inter-

secting `xy, denoted by S1, ..., Sk, with k ≥ 1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, if Si is a finite cycle, then

R2 \ Si has exactly one finite component and one infinite component. Let Ri be the finite

component of R2 \ Si, and R′i be the infinite component. We have x, y, z, w ∈ R′i, because

x, y, z, w ∈ Q2, and Q2 is an infinite component of R2 \ φd, and cannot be bounded in the

finite region Ri. If Si is an infinite self-avoiding path, then R2 \ Si has exactly two infinite

components. Let R′i be the infinite component of R2 \ Si including γzw, and Ri be the

other infinite component.

Define

R̃i = {ξ ∈ r : r is a unit square of G, r ∩Ri 6= ∅}.
In other words, R̃i is the closed set consisting of all the points of the plane in (closed)

unit squares of G intersecting Ri. Let R̃ = ∪ki=1R̃i, and R be the interior of R̃, ∂R be the

boundary of R, then γzw ∩R = ∅. However, it is possible that γzw ∩ ∂R 6= ∅.
Note that x, y 6= R. `xy is cut by intersections with ∂R into segments. We will construct

a path `′xy as follows: starting from x, follow `xy until z; then for the next segment of `xy
in R, follow a finite path along ∂R to connect the two endpoints of the segment. This is

always possible because γzw is a finite path connecting z and w, and γzw ∩ R = ∅. Then

for the next interval of `xy outside R, `′xy follow the path of `xy, and so on, until we arrive

at y.
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We can see that `′xy is a path connecting x and y, consisting of edges of G, and `′xy ∩
(I1 ∪ I2) = ∅. Hence `′xy ∈ Q1 ∩Q2, therefore Q1 ∩Q2 is connected.

To show that Q1 ∩Q2 ∩Z2 is infinite, it suffices to show that for any x ∈ Q1 ∩Q2 ∩Z2,

x is in an infinite component of R2 \ [I1 ∪ I2]. Conversely, if there exists x ∈ Q1 ∩Q2 ∩Z2,

such that x is in a finite component of R2 \ [I1 ∪ I2], then we can find a finite component

K ⊆ I1 ∪ I2, such that R2 \ K consists of exactly one finite component and one infinite

component, and x is in a finite component of R2 \K. Since K is connected, and I1∩I2 = ∅,
either K ⊆ I1 or K ⊆ I2. Without loss of generality, assume K ⊆ I1, then x is in an finite

component of R2 \ I1, and x ∈ Q1 ∩ Z2; but this is impossible since Q1 ∩ Z2 is infinite and

connected. The contradiction implies that if Q1 ∩ Q2 not empty, then it is infinite and

connected, and R2 \ [φp ∪ φd] has at most one infinite component.

If R2 \ [φp ∪ φd] has no infinite component, then there are no infinite “0”-clusters or

infinite “1”-clusters. If R2 \ [φp ∪ φd] has exactly one infinite component, then the total

number of infinite “0”-clusters and infinite “1”-clusters is 1, but this event has probability

0 since by symmetry, µ-a.s. there are the same number of infinite “0”-clusters and infinite

“1”-clusters, and the total number of infinite “0”-clusters and infinite “1”-clusters is even.

The contradiction implies that if µ(E2) = 1, then µ-a.s. there is no infinite “0”-clusters or

infinite “1”-clusters.

�

Lemma 5.3. µ(E3) = 0.

Proof. If µ(E3) = 1, then µ-a.s. R2 \ φp has exactly two infinite components. Let R1 and

R2 be the two infinite components of R2 \φp. By translation invariance, µ-a.s. R2 \φd has

exactly two infinite components. Let R3 and R4 be the two infinite components of R2 \φd.

Using the same argument as in the case µ(E2) = 1, we deduce that any infinite compo-

nent of R2\[φp∪φd] must be a component of one of the following four sets: (a)R1∩R3 := D1;

(b) R2 ∩ R3 := D2; (c) R1 ∩ R4 := D3; (d) R2 ∩ R4 := D4. In particular D1, D2, D3, D4

are disjoint. Again using the same argument as in the case µ(E2) = 1, we deduce that for

1 ≤ i ≤ 4, either Di = ∅, or Di is infinite and connected.

First of all, we claim that at least one of D1, D2, D3, D4 is empty. Assume none of them

are empty, and we will find a contradiction. Let x ∈ D3 ∩ Z2, y ∈ D1 ∩ Z2, z ∈ D2 ∩ Z2,

w ∈ D4 ∩ Z2. We have a path `xy ⊆ R1 connecting x and y, a path `yz ⊆ R3 connecting

y and z, a path `zw ⊆ R2 connecting z and w, and a path `xw ⊆ R4 connecting x and w;

moreover, `xy, `yz, `zw, `xz consist of edges of Z2.

Consider all the dual contours intersecting `xy. Recall that any dual contour configu-

ration (bond configuration on E(L∗) satisfying the condition that each vertex of L∗ has an

even number of incident present edges) induces two site configurations on V (L); namely

a pair of neighboring vertices u, v ∈ V (L) have different states if and only if the edge

〈u, v〉 ∈ E(L) intersects a present dual edge. This correspondence is 1-to-2 because any

two site configurations ω, ω′ of V (L), such that the vertices with state “1” in ω′ have state

“0” in ω and vice versa, correspond to the same contour configuration. Although x and y

are vertices of Z2, instead of vertices of L, by the construction of the lattice L, we know

that each vertex of L is located at the center of a white face of Z2, such that the lower

right corner of the white face has coordinate (2m, 2n), where m and n are integers. Any
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site configuration on V (L) has a natural corresponding site configuration on Z2. Namely,

any four vertices of Z2 surrounding a white face with lower right corner (2m, 2n), have the

same state as the vertex of L at the center of the white face. Two neighboring vertices

u, v ∈ Z2 have different states if and only if the edge 〈u, v〉 intersects a present edge of of

L∗ in the dual contour configuration.

Since x and y have different states in the induced site configuration on Z2 by the

dual contour configurations, the total number of intersections of `xy with dual contours

is odd. However, we will show that the total number of intersections of `xy with dual

contours is even. This contradiction implies that at least one of D1, D2, D3, D4 is empty.

More precisely, we will show that the number of intersections of `xy with each single dual

contour is even. Since `xy intersects finitely many dual contours in total, this implies that

the total number of intersections of `xy with dual contours is even.

First of all, let Cf be a finite dual contour intersecting `xy. Using the same argument

as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we deduce that x and y are in the unique infinite component

of R2 \ Cf ; and `xy intersects Cf an even number of times.

Now let η be an infinite dual contour intersecting `xy, and adjacent to both R3 and R4.

Since `xy ∈ R1, and η ∩ `xy 6= ∅, we have η ∩ R1 6= ∅. The boundaries of the region R1

are primal contours, and primal contours and dual contours can never intersect, we have

η ⊆ R1.

We will show that η intersects `xy an even number of times. Since η is a dual contour,

i.e. each vertex of L∗ has an even number of incident present edges in η, η intersects the

closed path `xy ∪ `yz ∪ `zw ∪ `xw an even number of times. But η ∩ `xw = ∅, because

`xw ⊆ R4, and η is adjacent to R4; η ∩ `yz = ∅, because `yz ⊆ R3, and η is adjacent to R3;

η ∩ `zw = ∅, because `zw ∈ R2, η ⊆ R1, and R1 ∩ R2 = ∅. Therefore η intersects `xy an

even number of times.

Let η1 be an infinite dual contour intersecting `xy, and adjacent to exactly one of R3

and R4. We will show that η1 intersects `xy an even number of times. Without loss of

generality, assume η1 is adjacent to R4, but not R3. The other case can be proved using

exactly the same arguments. Moving along `xy from x to y, let z be the last point in

`xy∩η1. Let pzy be the portion of `xy between z and y. Let z′ be the first vertex in Z2∩pzy
when moving along pzy from z to y.

Using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we deduce that if pzy does not

intersect infinite dual contours at interior points, then y and z′ are in the same component

of R2 \ φd. Then η1 is adjacent to R3, since y, z′ ∈ R3, and η1 is adjacent to z′. This

contradiction implies that pzy must intersect infinite dual contours at interior points.

Let ξ be an infinite dual contour intersecting pzy at interior points, and let w be the

first point in pzy ∩ ξ, when moving along pzy from z to y. Let pzw be the portion or pzy
between z and w. Let w′ be the last point in Z2 when moving along pzw from z to w.

Assume pzw does not intersect infinite dual contours at interior points. Then z′ and w′ are

in the same component of R2 \ φd. Moreover, using the same arguments as in the proof of

Lemma 3.2, we infer that z′ and w′ are in the same infinite component of R2 \ φd. Since

R2 \ φd has exactly two infinite components, R3 and R4, we have either z′, w′ ∈ R3, or

z′, w′ ∈ R4. But if z′, w′ ∈ R3, then η1 is adjacent to R3, this is impossible by assumption.
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Therefore we have z′, w′ ∈ R4; note that x ∈ R4, hence z′ and x are in the same component

of R2 \ η1, therefore η1 intersects `xy an even number of times.

Next we will show that it is impossible to have an infinite dual contour intersecting `xy,

and adjacent to neither R3 nor R4. Assume such a contour exists, denoted by η2, and we

will derive a contradiction.

Let z be the last vertex in `xy ∩ η2, when moving along `xy from x to y, and let pzy
be the portion of `xy between z and y. If pzy does not intersect infinite dual contours at

interior points, then η2 is adjacent to R3, this is impossible.

Let ξ be an infinite dual contour intersecting pzy at interior points, and let w be the

first vertex in pzy ∩ ξ, when moving along pzy from z to y. Let pzw be the portion of

pzy between z and w, and assume pzw does not intersect infinite dual contours at interior

points. Let z′ (resp. w′) be the first (resp. last) vertex in pzw ∩ Z2, when moving along

pzw from z to w. Then using the arguments in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we infer that z′

and w′ are in the same infinite components of R2 \φd. This component is distinct from R3

and R4, because η2 is incident to neither R3 nor R4. Then there exist at least 3 infinite

components of R2 \ φd. This is a contradiction to the fact that R2 \ φd has exactly two

infinite components.

Now we complete the proof that at least one of D1, D2, D3, D4 is empty.

Moreover, exactly one of D1, D2, D3, D4 is empty. To see why this is true, using the

same arguments as in the proofs of Lemmas 3.2 and 4.3, we deduce that µ-a.s. there exists

an infinite primal contour adjacent to both R1 and R2, denoted by ξ1; and µ-a.s. there

exists an infinite dual contour adjacent to both R3 and R4, denoted by ξ2. Since primal

contours and dual contours do not intersect, one of the following cases is true: (a) ξ1 ⊆ R3,

ξ2 ⊆ R1; (b) ξ1 ⊆ R4, ξ2 ⊆ R1; (c) ξ1 ⊆ R3, ξ2 ⊆ R2; (d) ξ1 ⊆ R4, ξ2 ⊆ R2. Without loss

of generality, assume ξ1 ⊆ R3, ξ2 ⊆ R1, then R3 ∩ R2 6= ∅, R3 ∩ R1 6= ∅, and R1 ∩ R4 6= ∅.
Therefore when ξ1 ⊆ R3, ξ2 ⊆ R1, R2 ∩ R4 = ∅, because at least one of D1, D2, D3, D4 is

empty. Similar for all the other cases.

Therefore, if µ(E3) = 1, µ-a.s. R2\ [φp∪φd] has exactly 3 infinite components. However

the number of infinite components of R2 \ [φp ∪ φd] is always even because µ-a.s. there

are the same number of infinite “0”-clusters and infinite “1”-clusters by symmetry. Hence

µ(E3) = 0.

�

5.1. Proof of Theorem 1.5. Part I follows from Lemmas 5.1-5.3, and Part II follows

from Part I by Corollary 3.3. Now we prove Part III.

Assume there exists an infinite ∗-cluster, denoted by C∞,∗. Since there are no infinite

clusters, C∞,∗ is almost surely a union of infinitely many finite clusters, i.e.

C∞,∗ = ∪∞i=1Cfi ,

where Cfi is a finite cluster.

Let the boundary of Cfi , ∂Cfi , consist of edges in E(L)∪E(L∗) satisfying the following

conditions

I e ∈ E(L) ∪ E(L∗) is present in a contour;

II there exists a vertex v ∈ Cfi ∩ Z2, such that dist(v, e) = 1
2 .
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Let ∂oCfi ⊆ ∂Cfi be a subset of ∂Cfi , satisfying the following conditions

I ∂oCfi is a cycle, i.e. each vertex along ∂oCfi has two incident edges in ∂oCfi ;

II winding around ∂oCfi counterclockwise, Cfi is on the left of ∂oCfi .

It is not hard to see that there is a unique cycle ∂oCfi ⊆ ∂Cfi satisfying the above condi-

tions. We call ∂oCfi the outer boundary of Cfi .

Since the infinite ∗-cluster C∞,∗ is the union of infinitely many finite clusters. Starting

from ∂oCf1 , we can find Cfi1
, such that ∂oCf1 ∩ ∂oCfi1

6= ∅. Moreover, we can find Cfi2
,

such that ∂oCfi2
∩ (∂oCf1 ∪ ∂oCfi) 6= ∅, and so on. This way we obtain an infinite contour

including ∪∞j=1∂oCfij
. But µ-a.s. infinite contours do not exist, we conclude that µ-a.s.

infinite ∗-clusters do not exist.

5.2. Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let E1, E2, E3 be events given at the beginning of this

section. It suffices to prove that µ(E1) = 1, which is equivalent to prove that µ(E2) = 0

and µ(E3) = 0. By Lemma 5.3, we only need to prove µ(E2) = 0. By ergodicity of E2, it

suffices to prove that µ(E2) 6= 1.

If µ(E2) = 1, let Q1 (resp. Q2) be the unique infinite component of R2 \ φp (resp.

R2 \ φd). We will prove that Q1 ∩ Q2 is nonempty here; then according to the proof of

Lemma 5.2, R2 \ [φp ∪φq] has exactly one infinite component; but this is not possible since

R2 \ [φp ∪ φd] has no infinite components according to Theorem ??.

Assume Q1 ∩Q2 = ∅, we will derive a contradiction. For vertices of Z2, we color them

(randomly) by red or blue according to the following rule: a vertex is colored red (resp.

blue) if it is in an infinite (resp. finite) component of R2 \ φp. A red (resp. blue) cluster is

a connected set of vertices of Z2, in which every vertex is red (resp. blue). It is not hard

to see that, under the assumption that µ(E2) = 1, there is a unique red cluster, and the

red cluster is infinite.

Let Cb be a blue cluster. We define the boundary of Cb to be the set of edges of L,

in which each edge separates a vertex in Cb and a neighboring vertex in the infinite red

cluster. Under the assumption that µ(E2) = 1, we can see that every blue cluster is simply-

connected, i.e. the boundary has only one component. That is because if we have a blue

cluster which is not simply-connected, then we will have at least two red clusters, this is a

contradiction to the fact that, there is a unique red cluster.

If there is an infinite blue cluster, since the infinite blue cluster is simply-connected, and

there is an infinite red cluster as well, the infinite blue cluster must have infinite boundary.

To see why this is true, let v1 ∈ Z2 be a vertex in an infinite blue cluster incident to vertex

v2 ∈ Z2 in the infinite red cluster, then the midpoint z of v1 and v2 is on the boundary of

an infinite blue cluster, and the boundary of the infinite blue cluster is a connected set of

edges including z, although the boundary may not be a complete contour. If the boundary

of the infinite blue cluster is finite, then either the infinite blue cluster or the infinite red

cluster is finite, but this is not possible. Therefore the boundary of the infinite blue cluster

is infinite.

In a similar way we (randomly) color a vertex of Z2 by yellow (resp. green), if the vertex

is in an infinite (resp. finite) component of R2 \φd. Similarly we define yellow clusters and

green clusters. Under the assumption that µ(E2) = 1, there is a unique yellow cluster, and
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the yellow cluster is infinite. All the green clusters are simply connected. If there is an

infinite green cluster, then the infinite green cluster has infinite boundary.

If Q1 ∩Q2 = ∅, since Q2 and Q1 are connected, Q2 must be a subset of a blue cluster,

and Q1 must be a subset of a green cluster. Since Q1 and Q2 are infinite, we infer that there

is an infinite blue cluster, as well as an infinite green cluster. According to the arguments

above, the infinite blue (resp. green) cluster has an infinite connected boundary, consisting

of present primal (resp. dual) edges in the contour configuration. Since present primal

edges and present dual edges can never intersect, we infer that the infinite boundary of

the infinite blue cluster is a subset of the infinite yellow cluster. Then we can find a vertex

v ∈ Z2 in the infinite red cluster, incident to the infinite boundary of the infinite blue

cluster, hence v is in the infinite yellow cluster as well. Therefore Q1 ∩ Q2 6= ∅, and this

completes the proof.

6. Non-symmetric Case

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.7. Let µ be a probability measure on Ω′ satisfying

Assumptions 1.1 and 1.3.

Lemma 6.1. Let µ be a probability measure as described at the beginning of this section.

Then µ-a.s. the number of infinite primal contours is 0,1,∞.

Proof. The proof is inspired by [31, 29]. Let k be an integer satisfying 1 ≤ k <∞, and Ek

be the event that there exist exactly k infinite primal contours. Since µ is 2Z×2Z ergodic,

either µ(Ek) = 0 or µ(Ek) = 1.

Assume there exists k ≥ 2, such that µ(Ek) = 1. Let B∗n be the n × n box of L∗,
centered at the origin. Let Fn be the event that Bn intersects all the k infinite primal

contours, then

lim
n→∞

µ(Fn) = lim
n→∞

(∪nFn) = 1.

Hence there exists N > 0, such that

µ(FN ) > ε0 > 0.

Assume FN occurs. ∂B∗N consists of four line segments, each of which has length 2N .

We claim that any infinite primal contour intersects ∂B∗N an even number of times. To

see why this is true, we first note that any infinite primal contour can be decomposed

into a union of cycles and infinite paths, such that distinct cycles and infinite paths in the

decomposition share no common edges; although the decomposition may not be unique.

Fix one decomposition for an infinite primal contour. There are only finitely many cycles

and infinite paths intersecting ∂B∗N . Each cycle intersects ∂B∗N an even number of times,

and so does each infinite path.

Therefore each infinite primal contour intersects ∂B∗N an even number of times. Since

there are finitely many, namely, k infinite primal contours in total, ∂B∗N intersects infinite

primal contours an even number of times. Similarly, ∂B∗N intersects finite primal contours

an even number of times.

Let BN−1 be the interior dual graph of B∗N . Namely, BN−1 is the (N−1)× (N−1) box

of L centered at the origin. Each vertex of BN−1 is placed at the center of a face of B∗N ;
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two vertices of BN−1 is connected by an edge if and only if the two corresponding faces in

B∗N share an edge.

Let z1, ..., z2l be all the intersections of primal contours with ∂B∗N , where l ≥ 1 is an

integer. Note that at each point zi (1 ≤ i ≤ 2l), the primal contour is perpendicular

to ∂B∗N . Moving along the primal contour from zi by 1 into B∗N , we arrive at a point

z′i ∈ V (L)∩∂BN−1. Note that the vertices z′1, ..., z
′
2l may not be distinct. In fact if z′i = z′j ,

for i 6= j, then z′i is at the corner of the square BN−1.

Without loss of generality, assume z′1, ..., z
′
2t are all the distinct points in {z′i}1≤i≤2l, cor-

responding to a unique point in {zi}1≤i≤2l. Here t is an integer in [0, l]. Let z′2t+1, ..., z
′
2t+s

(0 ≤ s ≤ 4) be all the distinct points in {z′i}1≤i≤2l located at corners of BN−1, and cor-

responding to two points in {zi}1≤i≤2l. Let v1, v2, v3, v4 be the four corners of BN−1, and

let

W0 = {v1, v2, v3, v4} \ {z′1, z′2, ..., z′2t+s}
W2 = {z′2t+1, ..., z

′
2t+s}

W1 = {v1, v2, v3.v4} \ (W0 ∪W2).

In other words, W0 (resp. W1, W2) consists of all the points in {v1, v2, v3, v4} which have

0 (resp. 1, 2) incident present edges outside BN−1 in the primal contour configuration.

We change configurations in BN−1 following the steps below in order.

I Make all the edges in BN−1 \ ∂BN−1 present, and make all the edges in ∂BN−1
absent. After this step, all the vertices in W0∪W2∪ [{z′1, ..., z′2t}\W1] have an even

number of incident present edges, as well as all the vertices in [BN−1 \ ∂BN−1] ∪
[BN−1]

c. The only vertices with an odd number of incident present edges are

vertices in X1 := [∂BN−1 \ (W0 ∪ {z′1, ..., z′2t} ∪W2)] ∪W1. More precisely, after

this step, every vertex in X1 has exactly one incident present edge.

II Note that the number of vertices in X1 is even, denoted by w′1, ..., w
′
2s, where s ≥ 0

is an integer. Assume w′1, ..., w
′
2s are labeled in cyclic order. Then we make all the

edges along the path in ∂BN−1 connecting w′2j−1 and w′2j present, where 1 ≤ j ≤ s.
Let W ′2 be the set of all vertices in W2, satisfying the condition that after this step,

the vertex still has two incident present edges. Note that all the vertices in W2\W ′2
have four incident present edges after this step. It is not hard to see that we can

always label w′1, ..., w
′
2s in such a way that |W ′2| ≤ 2.

III Consider {w′1, ..., w′2s}. If s = 0, we make all the edges along ∂BN−1 present. If

s ≥ 1, and W ′2 6= ∅, let q ∈ W ′2, then q has exactly two incident absent edges,

and both incident absent edges of q are edges on ∂BN−1. We move along ∂BN−1,

starting from the two incident absent edges of q, until for the first time we meet

present edges. This way we obtain two paths along ∂BN−1, namely pqq1 , and pqq2 ,

with endpoints q, q1 and q, q2, respectively, such that all the edges along pqq1 and

pqq2 are absent, and the edge incident to q1 or q2 in ∂BN−1 \ pqq1 or ∂BN−1 \ pqq2 ,

respectively, is present. Since s ≥ 1, q1 and q2 exist. We make all the edges along

pqq1 and pqq2 present. Now both q1 and q2 have three incident present edges. Find

a shortest path in BN−1 \ ∂BN−1 connecting q1 and q2, denoted by `q1q2 , and

make all the edges along `q1q2 absent. Now there is at most one vertex in W2 with
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(a) Original (b) Step 1

(c) Step 2 (d) Step 3

Figure 5. Merging finitely many infinite primal contours into one infinite
primal contour

exactly two incident present edges. If such a vertex does exist, denoted by u, then

we repeat the process above with respect to u, as we did for q, such that, the path

`u1u2 , consisting of edges of BN−1 \∂BN−1
, and along which we make every present

edge absent, share no vertices with `q1q2 . Here u1, u2 are vertices of L on ∂BN−1,

obtained from u in the same way as q1, q2 are obtained from q.

This way after changing configurations in a finite box BN−1, the new configuration has

exactly one infinite primal contour, see Figure 5 for an illustration of the configuration-

changing process described above to merge finitely many infinite primal contours into one

infinite primal contour. According to the finite energy assumption 1.3, with a strictly

positive probability, E1 occurs. But this is a contradiction to the fact that µ(Ek) = 1, for

some 2 ≤ k <∞, and the proof is complete.

�

6.1. Proof of Theorem 1.7. An n×n box B∗n of L∗ is an encounter box with respect to

a primal contour configuration ω, if the following two conditions hold.

I Let Bn−1 be the interior dual graph of B∗n, where Bn−1 is an (n− 1)× (n− 1) box

of L, then Bn−1 ∩ ω is connected.

II The set ω \B∗n has no finite components, but exactly three infinite components.
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Assume B∗n is the interior dual graph of Bn+1, and Bn+1 is the interior dual graph of B∗n+2.

Let E∞ be the event that there exist infinitely many infinite primal contours. We claim

that if µ(E∞) = 1, then there exists N > 0, such that the probability that the box B∗N
centered at (0, 0) is an encounter box is strictly positive.

First of all, there exists N ≥ 0, such that the probability that B∗N intersects at least

three infinite primal contours is strictly positive. Assume the event that B∗N intersects at

least three infinite primal contours occurs. Then the number of infinite primal contours

intersecting B∗N+2 is at least three. Let C1, ..., Cr be all the infinite components of ω \B∗N
intersecting ∂B∗N+2, where r ≥ 3. Assume C1, ..., Cr are in cyclic order, i.e., when moving

around ∂B∗N+2 clockwise staring from some point on ∂B∗N+2, we will first meet interactions

with C1, then C2, C3, ..., up to Cr.

When moving along ∂B∗N+2 in a way as described above, let w1 (resp. w3, w5) be

the first intersection of ∂B∗N+2 with C1 (resp. C2, C3), and let w2 (resp. w4, w6) be

the last intersection of ∂B∗N+2 with C1 (resp. C2, Cr). Clearly, ∂B∗N+2 intersects only

finite components of ω \ B∗N in (w2, w3), (w4, w5), (w6, w1), where (w2, w3) is the (open)

portion of ∂B∗N+2 between w2 and w3, in which the endpoints w2, w3 are not included,

and similarly for (w4, w5), (w6, w1). Let u2 (resp. u4, u6) be the intersection of ∂B∗N+2 in

(w2, w3) (resp. (w4, w5), (w6, w1)) with finite components of ω \ BN nearest to w2 (resp.

w4, w6). If (w2, w3) (resp. (w4, w5), (w6, w1)) does not intersect finite contours at all, let

u2 = w3 (resp. u4 = w5, u6 = w1).

Recall that BN+1 is the interior dual graph of B∗N+2. Moving along the edge of L
centered at wj (resp. ui) by 1 towards BN+1, we arrive at a vertex w′j (resp. u′i) of L along

∂BN+1, where 1 ≤ j ≤ 6, and i = 2, 4, 6. There is a path along ∂BN+1 connecting u′2
and w′4 (resp. u′4 and w′6, u

′
6 and w′2), passing w′3 (resp. w′5, w

′
1), denoted by `u′2w′4 (resp.

`u′4w′6 , `u′6w′2). Make all the edges along `u′2w′4 , `u′4w′6 and `u′6w′2 present, and preserve the

configuration on all the other edges of ∂BN+1, i.e., all the edges in ∂BN+1 \ [`u′2w′4 ∪ `u′4w′6 ∪
`u′6w′2 ] are absent.

We consider each one of `u′2w′4 , `u′4w′6 and `u′6w′2 as a closed path, i.e., the endpoints are

included in the path. We preserve the configuration for all the edges connecting ∂BN+1 \
`u′iw′j and ∂BN−1, where (i, j) ∈ {(2, 4), (4, 6), (6, 2)}. First make all the edges connecting

`u′iw′j and ∂BN−1 absent. Then for any vertex v of L along `u′iw′j , if v has an odd number of

incident present edges, make the edge incident to v, connecting `u′iw′j , and ∂BN−1 present.

Next we change the configuration in the box BN−1 in the same way as in the proof of

Lemma 6.1, and obtain a new primal contour configuration ω1, such that ω ∩ BN−1 is

connected. It is not hard to check that B∗N is an encounter box for ω1. Since from ω to

ω1, we change configurations only in a finite box BN+1, by the finite energy assumption

1.3, we conclude that the event that B∗N is a encounter box occurs with strictly positive

probability.

Using the same arguments as in [7, 29], we infer a contradiction in the number of en-

counter boxes in an gN × gN box, where g is an integer. Hence µ(E∞) = 0. The Lemma

then follows from Lemma 6.1.
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